
CLASS NOTES 
 

CLASS       :        IV PRACTICE PAPER  
(NOT TO BE WRITTEN ANYWHERE 

JUST FOR PRACTICE) 

SUBJECT   :       ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES  

 

PRACTICE PAPER 
I. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS:- 

 

1. Why we prefer to wear white or light –coloured clothes in  

     summer 

a. These clothes reflect the heat and keep the body cool;   
b. These clothes absorb the heat and keep the body cool;  

c. These clothes absorb the heat and keep the body warm; 
d. These clothes reflect the heat and keep the body warm. 

2. Walnuts, pistachios and almonds are 

a. roots   

b. fruit 
c. seeds 

d. dried flowers  

3. Nylon, polyester and terylene are  

a. Plant fibres 

b. Animal fibres 

c. Synthetic fibres 

d. None of the above 

4. Doctors that treat the diseases of teeth are known as  

a. Dentist  

b. Nephrologists 

c. Cardiologist 

d. Dermatologist 

5. People can get Rabies if they are bitten by a  

a. dog  

b. snake 
c. crab 
d. mosquitoes  

6. When it is a day in our country , it is night in USA because:- 

a. Earth is moving on its axis  
b. Earth is moving around the sun in orbit 

c. Both a. and b.  

d. None of the above 

 



7. Which type of house is this 

        
8.  The oxygen we take in helps to produce 

a. Food from water and carbon dioxide  

b. energy from food 

c. Both a and b 

d. Carbon dioxide and oxygen 

9.  Which type of the rays heat less 

a. Direct rays 
b. Slanting rays 

c. Both a and b 
d. None of the above 

10.  Multi-storeyed building are made of  

a. Get more air 
b. Get more light 

c. Save space 
d. All the above 

II. ANSWER THESE 

1. Write the steps you will take to help a person who is choking. 

2. How is sugar made? 

3. How is yarn made? Name the two fibres (each), that we get 

from plants and animals. 

4. Write five things that a good house should have or be. 

5. What is weather? Give two examples to show that the kinds of 

crop people grow depends on the climate. 

  III.    PRACTICE FOR FOLLOWING DIAGRAMS  
 

I         HE EARTH 

II       ROTATION OF EARTH 

III      PHOTOSYNTHESIS  

IV      CLIMATE ZONE ON EARTH 

 

This content has been prepared absolutely at home. 
 

a. Tepee   

b. Hut  

c. Yurt 

d. Building  
 


